SHERMAN COUNTY RIDE INTO A PROJECT LEARNING DAY CAMP

DATE: MAY 18, 2024
TIME: 8:30 AM - NOON PM MT
WHERE: SHERMAN FAIRGROUNDS

REGISTRATION DUE BY: MAY 10, 2024
MAIL OR DROP
REGISTRATION FORM & PAYMENT OFF AT:
K-STATE RESEARCH & EXTENSION
SUNFLOWER EXTENSION DISTRICT #6
813 BROADWAY, RM 301, GOODLAND, KS 67735
CALL: 785-890-4880
or EMAIL: sherrik@ksu.edu

FOR: GRADES 2ND - 6TH
OPEN TO COMMUNITY YOUTH
COST: $10.00

PROJECT CHOICES:
• IT'S COW TIME - KAELYN SCHILLING
• ELECTRICITY - KAREN NELSON
• FIRST AID - JONATHAN SPELLMEIER
• FOOD AS FUEL - BICYCLE SMOOTHIES - JADE SPELLMEIER
• FUN WITH FLOWERS - UPCCYLED DENIM & FLORAL DESIGN - NICK EVERT
• FUR TRAPPING - KENTON KEITH
• MOOVELOUS DAIRY - CURD'S & WHEY - AMY SEDERSTROM
• WHAT'S HOPPINING? - RABBIT CARE - AMBER BERNDT
• SPORT FISHING- HOMEADE LURES - DANA BELSHE
• TASTY TORTILLAS - KAREN NELSON & MELINDA DAILY
• AHoy MATEY! WOODEN TREASURE BOX - KAREN HOOKER
• YOU GOT THIS! - CANVAS PAINTING - CHYNNA MANGUS
• OH! THE WEATHER OUTSIDE IS FRIGHTFUL... - JESSE LUNDQUIST

REGISTER ONLINE AT:
https://kstate.qualtrics.com
/ife/form/SV_3qqD2colxDf64nA

Kansas State University is committed to making its services, activities and programs accessible to all participants. Reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities may be requested by contacting the Sunflower Extension District #6 – Goodland Office at 785-890-4880 or email karen.nelson@ksu.edu. Notify staff of accommodation needs as early as possible. Kansas State University Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension Service. K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer.